Thank You for purchasing a
Perfect Fit™ Subwoofer Enclosure!

The enclosure that you have just purchased has been engineered specifically for your vehicle
and your specific style preferences. This packet includes:


Pre-Installation & Installation instructions and pictures to aid you during the installation
process



Warranty Information

Please be sure to read all installation instructions prior to installation. If you have any questions
regarding the installation of your Perfect Fit Enclosure please call or email
audiointegrations@comcast.net.

Be sure to check back to our website once in a while to see what innovative designs we are working
on next! www.audiointegrations.net
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Pictures to aid you during installation- Page 4 – 5
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3142 Evergreen Way
Washougal, WA 98671

360.835.1835
www.audiointegrations.net

2008 Subaru WRX/2.5i Sedan
Mounting / Install Instructions
Notice!!
The installation and mounting of your Audio Integrations Perfect Fit Enclosure™ is fairly easy and straight
forward. However, it does require some basic tools and skills. There is a risk of accidentally puncturing the
subwoofers surround when reinstalling the sub. If you do not feel comfortable performing the required steps we
strongly recommend you contact your local stereo shop for installation help. Audio Integrations is not liable for
any damage to the enclosure, any subwoofer used, or any damage to the vehicle due to improper installation.
You may find a quick video of the install at youtube.com. Video is not complete at this time, but you can search
for Audio Integrations to see if it’s been uploaded.
No Drilling Required!!! Because of conforming to your trunks contours, your Perfect Fit Enclosure™ mounts
firmly and securely with only two bolts, and uses an existing hole already in your Subaru. Your factory trunk floor
will be left in and access to your spare tire will still be possible.
Included Hardware:

Need For Installation:

1)
1)
3)
1)
1)
2)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)

Philips Screw Driver/ Screw Gun
Small Flat Blade Screw Driver or Small Pry Tool
7/16” Socket & Socket Wrench
8mm End Wrench and Socket Wrench
Razor Knife
Masking Tape
Sharpie Pen or Pick Tool
15-20 Minutes

M5x15mm coupling nut
1.5” 5mm Threaded Rod
5mm Nut
M5 Lock washer
M5x1” Metal Flat Washer
Rubber Flat Washers
¼” Extended U-nut
¼” x 2.5” Blot
¼” lock washer
¼” Flat metal washer
1/8” Drill Bit

Your Perfect Fit Enclosure™ was inspected prior to shipping, for any cosmetic or structural imperfections. Please take the
time to inspect your enclosure to make sure there was no damage during the shipping process.

Please read all instructions before installing.

Before Installation
It is recommended that you place and pre-drill your subwoofers mounting holes prior to the in car mounting.
It’s easiest to place the enclosure on a table as it would be mounted in the vehicle (upright). Paying attention to
any logo’s/markings now align the subwoofer in the enclosure so they are reading correctly and straight. Once
you have the subwoofer in the position it’s easiest to carefully place the enclosure/sub on its back and use some
pillows or something to hold it flat so the sub doesn’t want to slide to one side or the other. Using the supplied
drill bit mark the holes, drilling into the carpet & MDF slightly.
Drilling Through Carpet Trick – Using the 1/8 inch drill bit in a drill going in reverse direction first will “burn”

through the carpet, without removing the bit from the carpet place the drill in its forward direction and continue
to drill into the MDF. This method will prevent the carpet from being caught and pulled up while drilling.

To prevent possible damage to the subwoofer it’s recommend you simply start/mark the holes by drilling only a
small distance on all mounting holes, then remove the subwoofer and finish drilling all the way through the
enclosure.
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Installation
1 - Remove Protective 3 Bar Grill (if purchased) by unscrewing the four bolts with a 4mm allen wrench. Your
Perfect Fit Enclosure™ comes stuffed full of Polyfill, used for enclosure dampening which aids in smoother
bass response. For ease of installation it is recommended you remove the Polyfill while mounting the
enclosure, but then put it back before you load your subwoofer.
2 - Your new enclosure mounts to your Subaru with two mounting points (rear and front). The rear point uses a
threaded rod/coupler/nut combo (a small hole has to be located and cut in your factory carpeted trunk panel)
while the front point will use a U-Nut/bolt combo in an existing hole in the car’s factory trunk panel and sheet
metal.
3 - You’ll want to start with the rear mounting point first; you’ll be using a threaded rod and coupler that attaches
to one of your rear tail light mounting bolts. First we need to locate the hole’s location on your factory trunk
panel. Mask off a small area on the carpeted trunk panel (See Pic #1). Slide the enclosure into place and
make sure it’s snug and fit on all sides. From inside the enclosure mark the rear hole’s location (towards tail
light) you’ll want to be as centered as possible in the hole. Use a sharpie or pick to make a mark on the
masking tape.
4 - After the masking tape is marked pull the enclosure out and make a small “X” like incision through the
carpeted trunk panel. It doesn’t need to be huge, but enough to allow for a ¼” bolt to pass through. After
the incision is made, remove all the clips holding the factory carpeted trunk panel in place to gain access to
the mounting points. (See Pic #2)
5 - Once the trunk panel is removed locate the lower taillight mounting bolt (See Pic #3) in which we’ll use to
attach our threaded rod. You’ll want to place one of the 5mm nuts on the stud from the taillight, this will
help space the coupler out a bit. Next thread on the 5mm coupler and tighten both down with wrench. Now
insert the threaded rod into the coupler until it stops, followed by another nut to lock it down and once again
use a wrench to tighten it down. (See Pic #4)
6 - The second mounting location (front point) will use the lower existing hole for one of the panels mounting
clips. With the panel still removed place the ¼” U-Nut onto the sheet metal over the hole (See Pic #5)
being certain to line up the holes center. We find it best to thread a bolt through to make sure it is centered,
you could even put a piece of masking on as well to make sure it doesn’t move when re-installing the panel.
7 - Before placing the panel back on it would be best to run the speaker wire, we recommend cutting a slit in the
panel that corresponds with the location of the terminal cup. You’ll want enough extra wire so connecting to
the enclosure will be easy. (See Pic #6)
8 - Replace the panel, start at the rear and line up the hole you cut earlier in the panel to and place it over the
threaded rod. Once the panel is in place and seated correctly replace all mounting clips except for the lower
one in the center.
9 - To gain access to the spare tire you’ll need to cut the factory floor. The factory carpeted floor folds and you
can simply cut the fold line. The small cut piece needs to be left in the vehicle under the enclosure.
10 - Now attach the speaker wire to the enclosure, making sure to observe correct polarity (+/-). Here comes
the tricky part, you have to slide the enclosure into place by first angling the corner towards the taillight.
Line up the rear mounting hole with the protruding stud and slide it over it. It may take a few tries and
some wiggling but don’t force it, you don’t want to bend the threaded rod.
11 - Once the enclosure is in place with the rear mounting rod protruding into the enclosure you can install the
washers and nut. First place the 1” flat rubber washer, then the 1” flat metal washer, followed by the M5
locking washer and finally the 5mm nut. Do not tighten at this time. (See Pic#7)
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12 - Onto the front mounting point now. On the long ¼” bolt, place the washers in this order – locking washer,
1” flat metal washer then the 1” rubber washer. This way the rubber washer seats against the fiberglass
making an airtight seal. Carefully thread the bolt through the enclosure and into the U-Nut, do not use a
socket wrench until it has grabbed a few threads or you risk stripping the bolt. (See Pic #8)
13 - Now that both mounting points are started you can tighten them down. You want the nuts to be tight so
the rubber washer makes and airtight seal, but don’t over tighten as the threads or holes can become
damaged. A good rule of thumb is to look for the lock washer to be flat.
14 - Replace any Polyfill that was removed during installation and reinstall sub with the screws provided.
15 - If purchased re-install the protective grill around the sub and you’re done!

Pictures

After marked cut
carpeted trunk panel to
allow for a 1/4” bolt to
pass through

Mask off this area of
trunk to locate the rear
mounting hole

Pic #1

Pic #2
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Rear mounting location
with nut, coupler and
threaded rod installed

Lower taillight bolt to be
used as rear mounting
point

Pic #3

Pic #4

Front mounting location
with U-Nut Installed

Cut small slit in
carpeted panel near
the enclosures terminal
cup to allow subwoofer
wire to come through

Pic #5

Pic #6
Front mounting
location - against
fiberglass –
1” rubber washer
1” flat metal
washer and lock
washer

Rear mounting
location - against
fiberglass –
1” rubber washer
1” flat metal
washer and lock
washer

Pic #7

Pic #8
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Warranty Page
Lifetime Warranty Statement
Audio Integrations, LLC warrants this product, Perfect Fit Enclosure, to be free from defects in workmanship for
the life of the enclosure, provided that it was purchased from an authorized Audio Integrations retailer or directly from
Audio Integrations, LLC. Trim rings, terminal cups and fabric carry a 2 year limited warranty and are not covered by the
lifetime warranty. An original receipt is required for proof of original ownership and must accompany the return of the
enclosure.
This warranty is not transferable and applies only to the original purchaser of this product in its
original installation.
Original purchaser must reside within the United States and be able to provide proof of purchase with the sales
receipt from the Audio Integrations authorized retailer or directly from Audio Integrations, LLC in order to qualify for
warranty coverage.
Should a manufacturing defect occur on the enclosure, Audio Integrations, LLC will repair or replace the
defective product with a product of the same or equivalent value and performance. Trim rings, terminal cups and fabric
carry a 2 year limited warranty and are not covered by the lifetime warranty. Whether or not a product is repaired or
replaced is the sole discretion of Audio Integrations, LLC. Any Diamond Audio Product sold with a Perfect Fit Enclosure or
separately, including but not limited to: Subwoofers, Speakers or Amplifiers, purchased with or with out an enclosure,
shall be handled through Diamond Audio Technology’s limited warranties. Audio Integrations, LLC is an authorized dealer
for Diamond Audio Technology and can process warranty claims on their behalf as we so choose. Warranties are void
if serial numbers have been removed, altered or defaced.
Damage or failure caused by any of the following is not covered under this warranty policy:
negligence, improper use, abuse, product modification, unauthorized repair attempts, accidents, acts of
nature, water damage, moisture damage, misrepresentations by authorized retailers, and
improper/inadequate packaging during return shipping.

How to Obtain Warranty Service
In the event that an Audio Integrations product should require service, you must contact Audio Integrations
LLC or an authorized dealer and they can expedite your claim. All claims must fall into the guidelines listed above and be
accompanied by a copy of the original sales receipt. Product returned for warranty service must be freight-prepaid,
properly packaged and clearly marked with the Return Authorization (RA) number issued by Audio Integrations, LLC. Any
product that is improperly packaged, does not have an RA number clearly marked on the package or never received an
RA, may be refused upon delivery. Audio Integrations, LLC does not assume any liability for lost or misdirected product.
Repair or replacement under this warranty is the exclusive remedy of the consumer. Audio Integrations, LLC
shall not be liable for any incidental or consequential damages for breach of any expressed or implied warranty on this
product. Some states do not allow the exclusion, limitation, incidental or consequential damages, or allow limitations on
how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above limitations or exclusions may not apply to you. This warranty gives you
specific legal rights and you may have other rights that may vary from state to state.

Corporate Office:
Audio Integrations, LLC
3142 Evergreen Way
Washougal, WA 98671

Phone: 360.835.1835
Web: www.audiointegrations.net
Sales Support: sales@audiointegrations.net
RA Request: audiointegrations@comcast.net
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